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W
e all love going to the
movies or watching them at
home, like we all are right
now. We love to laugh and
cry and enjoy the action

and the emotions because a lot of it is
catharsis; it’s as if someone knows exactly
how we feel, or nudges that deep feeling
from within us that we possibly didn’t know
existed. Movies, in short, move us
unexpectedly. Since, movies are mostly
viewed as pop-culture entertainment, at

times we forget that cinema is as much a work
of art as a painting or a piece of music that

moves us all. There are some movies that can
keep you hooked as an audience even while telling
you a bit about movie-making. Movie within a
movie. To keep it simple, let’s begin by three films:
1. ‘Super 8’; 2. ‘Hugo’; 3. ‘Me & Earl & The Dying Girl’.
You may have watched them. If not, do. If you have,
watch them again. This time trying to appreciate it
as an art form. 

HOW TO APPRECIATE FILMS
1. Recall a scene from a film that moved you. Go
back to that movie and try and see what scenes
preceded it. How did the writer, director, actor,
music, cinematographer all come together for a
scene. Watch that movie as if you have written it.
2. Try and write an extra scene from your favourite
film. Ideate. Put it on paper as a story first. Then as
a screenplay, i.e., first write the scene exactly as
the idea in your head. Try and keep the idea short.
The screenplay step is the next one when you have
gone through the idea several times, and then add
dialogues with description of the scene – whether
it’s outdoors, indoors, would it be a sunny or rainy,

would you need props etc.

3. We all have a smartphone. How about recording
a day’s event in your house, and editing it? Or, just
an hour at the playground or nature from the
balcony… the choice is yours.

Now let’s talk about the above-mentioned
films, and why they are perfect for you to fall in
love with the process of filmmaking.

SUPER 8 
Joe Lamb, a school kid after a recent personal
tragedy, is grappling with his feelings while he and
his oddball, goofy friends are also attempting to
make a zombie movie. Things keep on getting
more bizarre from here on… Tip: Don’t switch it off
till the end credits are completely over. 
Takeaway: You can always convey your feelings to
your parents, elders even when you feel they are
uneasy-to-discuss feelings. Also, small bickering
with friends often tell you that you may have
misunderstood them, or that you need to
communicate better. 

HUGO 
Hugo, a 13-year-old orphan boy in 1930s Paris
keeps dodging the police and authorities even as
he’s trying to solve a puzzle with an automaton,
his father’s invention. Tip: Though the character
of Hugo Cabret himself is a complete fiction,
much of what’s presented in the film about film
pioneer Georges Méliès is real. (Read up on him).
Takeaway: That creative streak, in whatever form, is

present in all of us. It just needs a nudge.

ME AND EARL AND THE
DYING GIRL
A socially awkward teenager named
Greg spends most of his time making
parodies on classic films with his
friend Earl. All that is about to change
when he decides to make a film on his
childhood friend, who’s dying of a
terminal disease. Tip: You can learn
a lot about how to interject
humour in a script without
affecting the flow of storytelling. 
Takeaway: Peter Travers wrote in
his review in ‘Rolling Stones’
about the film: “This film geek’s
dream of a movie pulls the ground
out from under you, but stays
smartass to the end. Sweet.”

According to research, a
2- to 3- year old can
learn to differentiate
between the sizes of

coins and learn their names. At
this stage, play the coin identification
game: you and your child can trace around
the outside of various coins and colour in
the shapes. Then invite your child to match
the coin to the image. Caution: do this
under supervision. Another good pretend
game is to create a store using old cereal
boxes, paper towel rolls and fruits and tell
them to exchange pretend money for them.

Start that allowance and more
than a piggy bank, take them
to the bank to open a savings
account. This is a good age

to introduce them to the bank and
banking system. Let them accompany you to a
bank trip. Encourage him to make regular
deposits. As the balance grows, you can
discuss the concept of interest. This is also a
good age to take up coin collecting as a hobby
and explaining charity.

One way to teach
comparison shopping is to
read the store’s price
labels with your child, look

at the size and price, and compare
the bulk amount. Don’t forget to take quality
into account. For example, one week buy a
branded paper towels. The next week, try a
generic brand. Then discuss the differences

and decide if the extra cost is
valid. You can even let your child
organise a yard sale – from
setting value to haggling.

Introduce the
concept of stock
market. You can
pretend to

invest in companies your child is familiar
with, like Disney or Mattel. Make it a
family activity by having each member
pick stocks. Then read the paper or
watch the financial news together,
and discuss how the stock values of
everyone’s choices fluctuate. Help
your child set a budget to his/her
spending too. Introduce them to
wants vs needs issue.

Stored-value
cards or gift
cards are
simple

tools that
parents can offer to
teach financial
responsibility.
Teenagers can use
these cards to pay
for things without
using cash or credit
cards. This helps
teens budget their
allowance effi-
ciently and
become financial-
ly independent.

Source: parents.com
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T
here is never a ‘good’ time to
snack. Feel like it? Do it. The un-
planned nature of this meal has
always made it fun, not to men-
tion the liberties it allows you

with food. Weight woes, high sodium lev-
els? Blame it on the munchies. But with kale
and sweet potato fries, savoury desserts,
nuts & seed mixes and grab-and-go yoghurts,
the snacking scene is changing.

According to Mintel, millennials are
snacking away and how! They are more like-
ly than any other generation to snack four
times a day or, in many cases, more than that.
For them, snacking is the dominant meal of
their day and not an elaborate lunch or
dinner. Moreover, with a desire for
clean, organic, less-processed, GMO-free,
antibiotic free, additive free and locally
sourced products, they are revolu-
tionising appetisers. Also, the new
age prefers a shorter dining ex-
perience, sometimes alone
where they prefer quick eat-
ing options. Their passion for
plant-based protein as an al-
ternative to meat is in full
bloom. The result being a
wide variety of snacks
based on peas, lentils, nuts,
beans and chickpeas.

TO NOSH OR NOT
The “eat every 2 hours”
theory still works for many

in today’s diet-crazy world. People
who eat more than three times a
day tend to weigh less, according
to University of Massachusetts

Medical School research. But,
while nibbling does help in
more weight loss as per re-
search, there is a science to
that as well. “Snacking is
healthy as long as it’s not too
frequent. The digestive sys-
tem needs a break to digest

the previous meal and not
work constantly to digest
food. Your digestive sys-

tem uses about 75 to 80 per-
cent of the body’s total en-

ergy and that’s a lot.
Some of this energy

needs to go to your daily routine, movement
and to upkeep the level and functioning of the
heart and lungs as well. Constant digesting
will have a negative impact on your
immunity and healing. The idea
is healthy snacking at the
right time and interval,”
says Luke Coutinho,
Holistic Lifestyle Coach-
Integrative Medicine.

WATCH YOUR
MUNCH
“In the end, one should watch
the overall calorie intake during
the whole day, for optimal health and weight
management,” says nutritionist Nidhi Mohan
Kamal, adding, “Instead of choosing the con-
ventional snack like pakora,
samosa, bhujia, go for
more nutritious options
like fruits, nuts, poha and
boiled/roasted chana.
Snacking on a seasonal fruit
can never be a bad option.”
According to Coutinho,
“Nuts, seeds, makhanas and
homemade popcorns are the
best options. Microwaved pop-
corns are not recommended,
they should be cooked in the
old traditional-styled vessel,
and nuts should be unsalted.
Snacks like sukha bhel are great
options if you make it with
sprouts and tomatoes.”

Snack
THAT{ }How you could turn your

munching habit into a
healthy and innovative

meal of the day

Be a
wise snacker.

First, limit the amount
of snack, the quantity

should not be more than a
fistful. Secondly, snack

clean and healthy. Think
items like sprouts, nuts,

popcorn
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S
ix months is a good
time to come to a few
realisations. We
know that the Earth
heals when we stay

at home.We also know that less
is more when the going gets
tough. But what we ought to
know is that ‘we must save what
we have’. In lockdown, there
has been very less food wastage
since restaurants weren’t open
to throw food away. And since
we mostly cooked and ate home
food we were conscious too.The
quarantine has proved to be the
ideal time to finally do some-
thing good for the environment.
Play your part, be a food waste
warrior.

DON’T HOARD
The first step in mov-
ing towards a zero-
waste lifestyle is to
stop hoarding. Buy
only what you need.
Making meal plans
would help in total utili-
sation of the raw produce
and even help you plan your
week in a more systematic man-
ner, thus reducing the amount
of waste derived out of the
kitchen. Also, buy dry products
with long shelf life in bulk as that
would cut down on the single use
plastic packaging by a lot.

ROOT TO SHOOT COOKING
San Francisco-based zero-
waste blogger Anne Marie

Bonneau says,
“Rather than al-
lowing our
whims to choose
what to eat for
dinner, let our
pantries do it. In-
stead of picking a
new recipe to cook
from scratch every night for
dinner look at what you have
on hand and let that deter-
mine what you’ll cook.” Save
vegetable peels and make
amazing stocks with some
whole spices which can be
used in cooking as a substi-
tute to just plain water, this
will reduce waste and uplift
the flavour of food. “I save all
my vegetable waste — peels,
tops and ends, and any other
bits — over 4 days at a time,
storing each day’s in the freez-
er and adding to it until I have
about 4 cups. I chuck them in
with some onions, cloves, gar-
lic, bay leaf and some other
seasonings and make a rich
broth out of it to flavour
soups, pastas. I haven’t had to
dispose off my wet waste
garbage in four days because
of this,” says singer and
writer Reem Khokhar.

MAKE A LARDER
Keep food items in cool and cov-
ered places to ensure that they
are not spoiled. This could im-
mensely reduce the amount of
waste being produced at your
place. One of the biggest
benefits of a home
food pantry is

that it enables
you to prepare
for short and
l o n g - t e r m
emergencies.
The perfect

larder should be
on the north-fac-

ing side of your prop-
erty to minimise the

amount of heat from the sun.
Look for cupboards under
stairs, at the side of kitchens,
or near garages.

EAT CLEAN 
Perhaps the most underesti-
mated way to reduce
food waste is to eat
healthy. Junk food,
has a much faster
rate of decay
when compared
to fresh vegeta-
bles and fruits.
Buy fresh pro-
duce from local
vendors and
support local
communi-
ties. Go for
p l a n t -
based eat-
ing because
as they say, “If
it grows from
the soil it can 
go back into the soil,
meaning if anything
is derived from nature
it can be converted into
a compost for fertilisa-
tion or enrichment of
the soil,” says Chef

Dhruv Nijhawan.

FREEZE IT 
Wasting less food is about keeping ingredients
fresh, being creative with what you have, and get-
ting to know your food, especially how it 
ages and how it is best stored. Freezing food can
reduce food waste by astonishing six times, accord-
ing to a study published in the ‘British Food Journal’.

“When freezing food, it should be stored
properly in the freezer to stop the cold air

from drying it out – a side effect often
known as “freezer burn”. Also, save
scraps for deliciousness,” says nutri-
tionist Manjari Chandra.

GARBAGE GARDENING
A fun alternative to composting,
garbage gardening is an easy

and inexpensive way to grow
flowers and edibles using
kitchen scraps – pits, seeds
and roots. Start new plants on
the windowsill by using the
byproducts from roots, nuts,

tubers, beans, bulbs, seeds or
cuttings. Leafy vegetables that

grow in heads, such as celery,
romaine and bok choy, are
some of the easiest scraps to
grow. With vegetables such as
turnips, the root gets eaten
and the top part, where leaves
once grew, gets thrown away.
These regrow tasty leaves

for fresh salads or
sautés. 

Living

Zero
WASTE

Before heading to the
supermarket, check out
the offers. While
browsing, tell kids to

keep an eye out for
products on offer – an easy
way to learn about saving
money. Set up an
imaginary restaurant
with table setting, food
menu, servers and
pretend cash
exchange. A good way
to introduce concept
of change. 

...and
how they

help hone our
creative

skills

Books to look up if your
interest is stoked

1. The Oxford History of World Cinema by
Geoffrey Nowell-Smith

2. Bollywood: A Guidebook to Popular Hindi
Cinema by Tejaswini Ganti

BIG LITTLE IDEAS

MONEY MATTERS

EAT THIS

CINEMA BUFF

Eat leaves, stems,
stalks and peels of

some veggies. Scraps are
actually vitamin-packed

powerhouses

Super 8
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